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 PrescripTech introduces a pioneering approach to healthcare access and 

affordability by converting brand-name conventions into original general 

druthers. Using sophisticated algorithms and integration with electronic 

health records (EHR), PrescripTech seamlessly analyzes patient data to 

recommend cost-effective drug options. This innovative platform 

addresses the pressing issue of drug affordability by promoting the use of 

generics, which offer similar efficacy at significantly lower costs. By easing 

cost-conscious prescribing practices, PrescripTech not only reduces fiscal 

burdens on cases but also contributes to the sustainability of healthcare 

systems worldwide. Also, PrescripTech has the implicit to profoundly 

impact healthcare access, particularly for underserved populations. By 

lowering drug costs, it ensures that essential treatments are accessible to 

individualities anyhow of their socioeconomic status. This 

democratization of healthcare aligns with broader pretensions of health 

equity and social justice, fostering positive issues for communities 

encyclopaedically. As a lamp of healthcare invention, PrescripTech 

exemplifies the transformative power of technology in optimizing 

healthcare delivery and advancing the principles of affordability and 

availability. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

In today's healthcare landscape, access to affordable 

drugs is a critical concern worldwide. High drug costs 

frequently pose a significant hurdle to healthcare 

access, particularly for economically disadvantaged 

populations. One approach to addressing this challenge 

is the creation of generic alternatives, which offer 

similar efficacy at a fraction of the cost of brand-name 

medicines. Still, despite the potential cost-saving 
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benefits of generics, their uptake remains low due to 

various factors, including prescribing practices. 

PrescripTech is a pioneering initiative aimed at 

revolutionizing healthcare access by converting 

prescription conventions from brand-name 

medications to original generic alternatives. This 

innovative solution harnesses technology to 

automatically analyse prescriptions and recommend 

suitable generic equivalents, thereby empowering 

patients with access to more affordable treatment 

options. The primary objective of PrescripTech is to 

bridge the gap between traditional practices and cost-

effective healthcare outcomes. By seamlessly 

integrating into existing electronic health record (EHR) 

systems or operating as standalone software, 

PrescripTech ensures that healthcare providers can 

smoothly transition to prescribing generics without 

disrupting their workflow. Additionally, the platform 

offers real-time updates on generic drug availability, 

ensuring that patients receive timely and accurate 

prescriptions. 

Through the implementation of PrescripTech, 

healthcare stakeholders can achieve significant cost 

savings while simultaneously improving patient 

outcomes. By reducing drug costs, PrescripTech not 

only enhances healthcare affordability but also 

promotes medication adherence, thereby reducing the 

risk of disease complications and hospitalizations. 

In this research paper, we present the development 

and deployment of PrescripTech, along with an 

evaluation of its impact on healthcare access, 

medication adherence, and cost savings. Additionally, 

we discuss the potential implications of widespread 

adoption of generic prescription conversion 

technologies for healthcare policy and practice. 

Overall, PrescripTech represents a promising step 

towards a more equitable and sustainable healthcare 

system, where access to essential medications is no 

longer determined by financial constraints. In the 

ever-evolving landscape of healthcare, innovations 

continue to play a pivotal role in addressing the 

challenges associated with accessibility and 

affordability. 

 One such ground-breaking concept gaining 

momentum is the PrescripTech initiative. At its core, 

PrescripTech aims to enhance healthcare access 

through the strategic conversion of prescriptions to 

generic alternatives. The rising costs of medications 

pose a significant barrier to healthcare access for many 

individuals. Recognizing this, PrescripTech seeks to 

leverage the potential of generic prescriptions, a cost-

effective alternative to brand-name drugs, in order to 

make essential medications more affordable and 

within reach for a broader demographic. This initiative 

explores innovative technologies and strategies to 

streamline the conversion process, ensuring that 

patients receive equally effective yet more economical 

generic alternatives. By collaborating with healthcare 

providers, pharmaceutical companies, and 

technological experts, PrescripTech envisions a future 

where generic prescription conversion becomes a 

standard practice, promoting financial sustainability in 

the healthcare ecosystem. 

 

II. METHODOLOGY 

 

PrescripTech's methodology is anchored in a 

comprehensive and innovative approach to 

revolutionize healthcare access by promoting the 

conversion of prescriptions to generic alternatives. The 

methodology encompasses strategic principles and 

advanced technologies aimed at addressing economic 

barriers, improving adherence, and streamlining 

prescription practices. 

 

1. Strategic Generic Prescription Conversion: 

 

Identification of Cost-Effective Alternatives: The 

methodology begins with an in-depth analysis of 

pharmaceutical markets to identify generic 

alternatives that offer comparable efficacy to brand-

name medications but at significantly reduced costs. 

This involves collaboration with pharmaceutical 
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companies and continuous monitoring of market 

trends to ensure the inclusion of the most cost-

effective options. 

 

Patient-Centric Approach: PrescripTech adopts a 

patient-centric philosophy, prioritizing the financial 

well-being of individuals. The methodology involves 

educating healthcare providers and patients about the 

benefits of generic medications, fostering a collective 

understanding of the economic advantages without 

compromising on treatment quality. 

 

2. Advanced Technological Integration: 

 

Optical Character Recognition (OCR) with Pytesseract: 

PrescripTech employs OCR technology, leveraging 

Pytesseract, to extract text and information from 

prescription images. This facilitates the digitization of 

prescription data, making it accessible for further 

analysis and aiding in the identification of generic 

alternatives. 

 

Object Detection Using YOLO: The integration of 

YOLO enhances the system's ability to recognize and 

classify objects within prescription images. This 

technology enables efficient identification of 

medications, dosage information, and prescription 

details, streamlining the process of recommending 

generic alternatives. 

 

Machine Learning with Keras & TensorFlow: The 

methodology incorporates machine learning 

frameworks, such as Keras and TensorFlow, to develop 

predictive models. These models analyse historical 

patient data to predict adherence patterns and 

recommend personalized treatment plans. This data-

driven approach ensures that generic prescription 

conversions are tailored to individual patient needs 

and preferences. 

 

 

 

3. Healthcare Provider Empowerment: 

 

User-Friendly Platforms: PrescripTech understands 

the significance of seamless integration into existing 

healthcare workflows. The methodology focuses on 

developing user-friendly platforms for healthcare 

providers, facilitating informed decision-making 

regarding generic prescription conversions without 

disrupting established practices. 

 

Continuous Training and Support: To ensure successful 

implementation, PrescripTech provides ongoing 

training and support to healthcare professionals. This 

includes updates on new generic alternatives, best 

practices for integrating recommendations, and 

troubleshooting assistance, fostering a collaborative 

and empowered healthcare community. 

 

4. Monitoring and Continuous Improvement: 

 

Data Analytics for Continuous Monitoring: 

PrescripTech employs data analytics to monitor the 

impact of generic prescription conversions on patient 

outcomes, adherence rates, and overall healthcare 

costs. This iterative process allows for continuous 

refinement of the methodology based on real-world 

data and feedback from healthcare providers. 

 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 

Users initiate the process by uploading their 

prescriptions, which are then analysed by 

PrescripTech's model. This model employs computer 

vision algorithms to identify and outline bounding 

boxes around drug names on the prescriptions, 

followed by the use of optical character recognition 

(OCR) to transcribe the text within each bounding box 

accurately. The transcribed text is then compared 

against a comprehensive dataset of generic drug names 

stored within the PrescripTech system. If a match is 

found, the corresponding generic option is 
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recommended to the user; otherwise, the original 

brand-name drug is suggested. 

These recommendations, accompanied by dosage 

instructions and potential cost savings, are presented 

through an intuitive user interface, ensuring ease of 

understanding and accessibility for drug users. Users 

are also provided with the option to provide feedback 

on the recommendations received, contributing to 

continuous improvement and refinement of the 

system's accuracy. 

Strict privacy and security measures are enforced 

throughout the process to ensure the protection of 

sensitive medical information, fostering trust and 

confidence among drug users. This streamlined 

approach to prescription conversion not only promotes 

drug affordability but also enhances healthcare access, 

ultimately contributing to a more equitable and 

sustainable healthcare system. 

One key feature of the proposed system is its 

commitment to advanced drug adherence. 

Recognizing that affordability significantly influences 

patient compliance, PrescripTech strives to enhance 

adherence rates by promoting generic alternatives. 

This strategic approach not only improves health 

outcomes but also mitigates the risk of disease 

progression, ultimately reducing long-term healthcare 

costs 

 
Fig. 1 Block diagram of proposed system 

 

IV.  IMPLEMENTATION 

 

Data Collection: 

▪ Scraped data from 

https://www.medicineindia.org/ to collect 

information about generic medicines. 

▪ Dataset includes columns such as Brand name, 

generic name, package, strength, and price. 

▪ Exported the collected data into a CSV format for 

further processing. 

 
Fig. 2 Generic Medicines Dataset 

 

Training YOLO Algorithm: 

 

▪ Utilized a custom dataset of prescription images 

annotated with bounding boxes around medicines. 

▪ Trained the YOLO (You Only Look Once) 

algorithm using the custom dataset. 

▪ Achieved detection of medicines within 

prescription images using the trained YOLO 

model. 

 
Fig. 3 Detection of medicines in prescription 

 

Medicine Name Extraction: 

 

▪ Applied Pytesseract model for Optical Character 

Recognition (OCR) to extract text from detected 

regions. 

▪ Extracted medicine names from the OCR output. 
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Generic Medicine Matching: 

 

▪ Matched extracted medicine names with the 

dataset of generic medicines based on brand and 

generic names. 

▪ Identified alternative generic medicines if 

available in the dataset. 

▪ Determined whether alternative generics are 

available for each detected medicine. 

 

 
  Fig. 4 Alternative Generic Medicines for brand 

medicines. 

 

Deployment on Streamlit: 

 

Developed a web interface using Streamlit for users to 

upload their prescriptions. 

▪ Integrated the prescription processing pipeline 

into the Streamlit application. 

▪ Enabled users to download alternative generic 

prescriptions in PDF format from the web 

interface. 

 

 
Fig. 5 Generic Medicines Prescription in PDF format 

 

V. FUTURE WORK 

 

1) Expansion of Generic Medication Database: 

Continuously update and expand the database of 

generic medications to encompass a wider range of 

drugs, including newly available generics and 

niche medications. 

2) Integration with Healthcare Systems: Explore 

opportunities to integrate PrescripTech seamlessly 

with existing electronic health record (EHR) 

systems, enabling automated prescription 

conversion within clinical workflows. 

3) Mobile Application Development: Develop a 

dedicated mobile application for PrescripTech, 

providing users with convenient access to 

prescription conversion tools and medication 

recommendations on their smartphones. 

4) Continuous User Feedback and Iterative 

Improvement: Establish mechanisms for 

continuous user feedback collection and analysis to 

identify areas for improvement and iteratively 

enhance the functionality, usability, and 

effectiveness of the PrescripTech platform based 

on user insights. 
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VI.  CONCLUSION 

 

PrescripTech stands as an innovative solution poised to 

revolutionize healthcare access and drug affordability 

through the integration of cutting-edge technologies 

like computer vision and optical character recognition 

(OCR). By streamlining the prescription process, 

PrescripTech converts brand-name prescriptions into 

original generic alternatives, empowering both 

patients and healthcare providers to make informed 

decisions that prioritize affordability without 

compromising quality of care. Looking forward, 

PrescripTech aims to enhance the accuracy of 

prescription conversion, seamlessly integrate with 

existing healthcare systems to optimize workflow, and 

expand its reach to encompass a wider range of 

medications and healthcare settings. Additionally, 

PrescripTech seeks to foster collaborations with 

pharmaceutical manufacturers, telemedicine platforms, 

and regulatory bodies to ensure compliance, improve 

availability, and drive innovation in healthcare 

delivery. Through these efforts, PrescripTech strives to 

make a lasting impact on healthcare availability, 

affordability, and equity, ultimately paving the way 

towards a more sustainable and inclusive healthcare 

system for all. 
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